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Abstract— Steganography is an art of hiding the secrete message that is being send in the other non secret text. The benefit of steganography is
that the expected mystery message does not pull in thoughtfulness regarding itself as an object of investigation. Our point is to conceal mystery
data and picture behind the sound and feature document individually. Sound records are generally compacted for capacity or speedier
transmission. Sound records can be sent in short remain solitary portions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Security has turned into a critical issue as data innovation.
The encryption field serves to give security on pictures and
information, for example, secrecy, substance validation and
information
beginning
confirmation.
Steganography
concentrates on concealing data in a manner that the message
is imperceptible for pariahs and just appears to the sender and
proposed beneficiary. It is helpful instrument that permits
clandestine transmission of data over and over
correspondences channel.
The benefit of steganography over cryptography alone is
that the expected mystery message does not pull in
thoughtfulness regarding itself as an object of investigation.
Sound feature crypto steganography which is the mix of
picture steganography and sound steganography utilizing PC
legal sciences system as an apparatus for verification.
The following Figure 1. Show four types of steganography
methodology:
Steganography

Text

Image

Audio

Video

Figure 1:-Types of Steganography
Our point is to conceal mystery data and picture behind the
sound and feature document individually. Sound records are
generally compacted for capacity or speedier transmission.
Sound records can be sent in short remain solitary portions.
There are different sorts and procedure of information stowing
away in sound like Least Significant Bit Encoding and Phase
coding. In LSB coding is the least difficult approach to implant
data in a computerized sound record. By substituting the
slightest critical bit of every inspecting point with a double
message, LSB coding takes into consideration a lot of
information to be encoded. In Phase coding addresses the
commotion’s detriments instigating systems for sound
steganography.
II. RELATED WORK
In computer vision, steganography is a vast area of study
and research that have been done throughout. There are many
Techniques of video steganography such as Least Significant
Bit method (LSB), Spread Spectrum, and Discrete Cosine

Transform (DCT). Least Significant Bit method (LSB) is one
of the most common and successful method which hide the
secret data in the least significant bit of the cover video. Along
with this many Author’s had also used different methods and
Encryption Algorithms to provide more secrecy to the
message.
May 2014, Manpreet Kaur, Er. Amandeep Kaur [1] used
Hash-LSB method which is an efficient steganographic method
for embedding the secret message into cover video Here the
author has applied cryptographic method i.e RSA algorithm to
secure a secret message.
April 2014, Deepak Kumar Sharma, Astha Gautam, [2] A
twofold hash capacity procedure is utilized to choose the pixel
from line and segment. A quadratic testing system is utilized
for tackling the issue of impact where we are including a prime
number with the current hash esteem rather than direct hunt. A
division strategy system is utilized to call attention to the pixel
in an edge that is pixel's area in line and section in a casing. At
the point when pixel is discovered, the character of data that is
to shroud, a twofold estimation of that solitary character is
supplanted by unique pixel's red part, then second casing is to
choose and second character's parallel worth is supplanted by
the first pixel's green segment, this will proceed until the every
paired character of the data are covered up.
December 2010, Kriti Saroha, Pradeep Kumar Singh, [3]
Shows another steganographic technique for installing a
picture in an Audio record. Accentuation will be on the
proposed plan of picture covering up in sound and its
correlation with straightforward Least Significant Bit (LSB)
insertion strategy for information stowing away in sound.
May 2009, Cheng-Hung Chuang and Guo-Shiang Lin, [4] an
optical cryptosystem with versatile Steganography is proposed
for feature arrangement encryption and decoding. The optical
cryptosystem utilizes a twofold arbitrary stage encoding
calculation to scramble and unscramble feature arrangements.
The feature sign is initially exchanged to RGB model and after
that isolated into three channels: red, green, and blue. Every
channel is encoded by two irregular stage veils created from
session keys. For higher security, a topsy-turvy technique is
connected to figure session keys. The figured keys are then
installed into the scrambled feature outline by a substance
subordinate and low mutilation information inserting system.
The key conveyance is refined by concealing figured
information into the scrambled feature outline with a particular
concealing arrangement created by the zero-LSB sorting
system.
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2007, Malik, H.M.A, Ansari, R., KhokharA, [5] presented
novel method for information covering up in advanced sound
that adventures the low affectability of the human soundrelated framework to stage twisting. Indiscernible however
controlled stage changes are presented in the host sound
utilizing an arrangement of allpass channels (APFs) with
particular parameters of allpass channels, i.e., shaft zero areas.
The APF parameters are decided to encode the inserting data.
Amid the location stage, the force range of the sound
information is evaluated in the z-plane far from the unit circle.
The force range is utilized to evaluate APF shaft areas, for data
translating.
December 2014, Pritha Roy, Dr. AsokeNath, [6] proposed a
strategy which is a sound feature crypto steganography
framework which is the blend of sound steganography and
feature steganography utilizing progressed turbulent
calculation as the protected encryption system. The point is to
conceal mystery data behind picture and sound of feature
document. 4LSB Substitution can be utilized for picture
steganography and Least Significant Bit (LSB) substitution
calculation with area determination for sound steganography.
Here, the Author proposed an information concealing and
extraction methodology for high determination Audio Video
Interleave (AVI).
December 2014, R. Shanthakumari1 and Dr. S. Malliga, [7]
In the proposed methodology, Least Significant Bit (LSB)
Matching Revisited calculation is utilized to insert the mystery
message into the feature. Subsequently a lot of information can
be installed furthermore protecting higher visual nature of
stego pictures at the same time. The proposed strategy is
investigated regarding both Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
contrasted with the first cover feature and in addition the Mean
Squared Error (MSE) measured between the first and
steganographic records arrived at the midpoint of overall
feature outlines.
June 2014, Shivani Khosla & Paramjeet Kaur, [8] This paper
is a mix of Steganography and watermarking; which gives an
in number spine to its security. Here considers feature as set of
casings or pictures and any adjustments in the yield picture by
concealed information is not outwardly unmistakable. This
proposed framework not just conceals huge volume of
information inside of a feature; additionally restrains the
distinguishable twisting that may happen while handling it.
March 2014, Rohit G Bal, Dr P Ezhilarasu, [9] Feature
Fragmentation is utilized to concentrate casings (change over
feature into pictures) from feature for bearer. The mystery
shading picture pixels will be changed over to m-ary notational
framework. The (t-1) digits of mystery shading picture pixels
are created utilizing reversible polynomial capacity. Reversible
polynomial capacity and the member's numerical key are
utilized to create mystery offers. The mystery picture and the
spread picture is inserted together to develop a stego picture.
All stego pictures are inserted to build feature. The reversible
picture sharing procedure is utilized to recreate the mystery
picture and spread feature. The mystery is acquired by the
Lagrange's equation created from the adequate mystery offers.
Quantization procedure is connected to upgrade the spread's
way feature.

March 2014, Hemant Gupta & Setu Chaturvedi, [10] the
information will be embedded based on the stego key. Key is
used in the form of polynomial equations with different
coefficients.
III. MODERN TECHNIQUES OF STEGANOGRAPHY
Audio Video steganography is a modern way of hiding
information in a way that the unwanted people may not access
the information. The propose method is to hide secret
information and image behind the audio and video file
respectively.

Fig 2:-Stenography Mechanisms
Various modern techniques of steganography are Video
Steganography and Audio Steganography.
A. Audio Steganography
Audio steganography programming can install messages in
WAV, AU, and even MP3 sound documents. In sound
steganography sound document is altered in a manner they
contain concealed data. This alteration done in a manner that
emit information must be secure and without obliterating the
first flag. The essential model of Audio steganography
comprises of Carrier (Audio document), Message and
Password. Transporter is otherwise called a spread record,
which hides the mystery data. Encoding mystery messages in
sound is the most difficult strategy in light of the fact that the
human sound-related framework (HAS) has such a dynamic
extent, to the point that it can listen over. Sound records are
typically packed for capacity or quicker transmission. Sound
records can be sent in short remain solitary fragments. There
are different sorts and procedure of information stowing away
in sound like Least Significant Bit Encoding and Phase coding.
Installing mystery messages in sound record is more
troublesome than implanting messages in advanced picture.
Keeping in mind the end goal to shroud mystery messages,
different strategies for installing data in computerized sound
like Least noteworthy piece, equality bit coding, stage coding,
spread range and so on.

Fig 3:- Basic Audio Steganographic Model
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B. Video Steganography
Video is an electronic medium for the recording, copying
and broadcasting of moving visual images. Video
Steganography is a technique to hide any kind of files into a
carrying Video file. The use of the video based Steganography
can be more eligible than other multimedia files, because of its
size and memory requirements. Videos are the set of images.
The number of still pictures per unit of time of video ranges
from six to eight frames per second. In video steganography
data hides behind the video using different techniques.
Basically there are three embedding techniques for images in
practice, namely Least Significant Bit (LSB), Transform based
and Masking and filtering. The best technique is that to hide
secret message without affecting the quality of video, structure
and content of video. After hiding a secret data in video create
―stego‖ video file which is send to the receiver.

Fig 4:-Hiding Image Behind Video File
IV. DISCUSSION
These all paper provide different techniques for hiding a
data behind audio and video but there are distortion rate of
cover media is very high and not accurate recovery of secret
data at the receiver side. Also they use either audio file or
video file as a cover media. In the proposed method image
hiding behind the video and text behind the audio and after
embedding secret image and data we merge the stego audio
and sego video file. The proposed method improve the
embedding capability of audio and video also increase the
quality of cover media after hiding the secret data as well as
decrease the distortion rate of cover file.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, diverse systems are talked about for installing
information in content picture, sound/feature signs and IP
datagram as spread media. All the proposed techniques have a
few confinements. The stego sight and sound delivered by
specified routines for mixed media steganography are pretty
much defenseless against assault like media organizing,
pressure and so forth. The exploration to gadget solid
steganographic procedure is a ceaseless process. We are going
to propose a framework that will give better stego documents
utilizing sound video approach.Information security using data
hiding Audio-Video with the help of computer forensic
technique providing better hiding capacity and security.This
method is very safe and secured.Data recover at the receiver
side is error free.
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